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Leading Conversations
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January 23rd 2015:Language of the Soul: Our Sacred
Purpose
Cheryl Esposito welcomes Melanie DewBerry, the “Soul
Coach,” co-creator of “Choice” magazine for coaches, a
“wordologist,” & educator in the power of language to shape
our sense of self. Melanie says we have a problem today:
intelligence trumps wisdom. And without wisdom, there is no
guidance. We have forgotten how to learn from our elders,
from the storied words, from the essence of experiences; and
then to weave that learning with the data, facts, & logic to
inform actions. We have forgotten the language of our soul,
our sacred self & our purpose in the world. Melanie has a
master’s
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Featured Guest
Melanie DewBerry
Melanie DewBerry, author of The Power of Naming, The Journey toward Your Soul’s
Indigenous Nature. Melanie is in the business of courage & human potential &
describes herself as a fellow traveler finding her way home. The power of naming our
identity. Positive or negative, loving or hateful, it shapes our beliefs about the safety to
be our full self. At nine, she first experienced the power of naming when moving to a
new city. “A policeman’s kid tried to hose me down on the way to school. Here I heard
the ‘N word’ for the first time.” Neighbors signed a petition to force them out of the
neighborhood & made death threats. “I didn’t understand. All I knew, suddenly,
someone didn’t love
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